
Dragon Portal, London Football Exchange and also Bitcoin.com

The London Football Exchange, Bitcoin.com as well as Dragon Portal create an exciting first-rate calculated
collaboration, unifying the sports and also show business like never in the past. With footballs global allure
drawing in an astounding 5% of the worldwide population as players and also with an enormous around the world
fanbase of 4 Billion this is among the largest showing off economic climates worldwide. This partnership is
memorable for the Blockchain and also showing dragon social wallet LFE

off markets, but most significantly, for the dedicated supporter who turns out to follow their teams ups and also
downs weekly in stadiums of all shapes and sizes.

http://drgx.io/


The London Football Exchange (LFE) is the globe's first fully-integrated football club stock market and tokenised
follower industry, taking advantage of the power of Blockchain technology to cause an outstanding series of
benefits for football fans anywhere. In addition to dealing with Bitcoin.com, LFE has partnered with Dragon
Entrance, a digital change accelerator financing portal concentrated on Blockchain and also cryptocurrency
endeavors, using the financial investment power of leading Chinese VC's as well as Asian funds throughout the
region, allowing jobs the possibility to accelerate their company development.

This is an effective partnership, set for development across the sector in between LFE, Bitcoin.com and Dragon
Portal as well as its terrific to see them all collaborated to collectively sustain LFE's atmosphere. The Bitcoin.com
wallet will go to the heart of LFE's cutting-edge tokenised marketplace which provides a premium, smooth
experience while boosting transparency for all transactions accomplished throughout the whole fan industry.
Whether it's for the acquiring of goods, hospitality, ticketing or for broadcasting, LFE packs value include right into
every aspect of the followers experience with low costs enabling clubs to pass these savings back to their faithful
supporters.

Founder of LFE, Jim Aylward prides himself on only partnering with top course organisations who are leaders in
their respective areas he said, "I'm incredibly thrilled with the potential of this collaboration with Dragon Entrance,
from the minute I met Paul it became clear that his business as well as group are completely straightened with our
vision as well as ethos and I can't wait to get started on our ground-breaking project. This is simply the beginning
and also there is far more to come, not just from Dragon Gateway but also through a series of amazing future jobs
with Dragon."

Jim has an amazing vision to put power right back right into the fan's hands and also shares many synergies with
Dragon Gateway founder, Paul Moynan with his entrepreneurship bringing to bear Dragon Coin, the Dragon
Social Wallet and http://edition.cnn.com/search/?text=LFE and Dragon also Dragon Exchange (DRGx) which serve
as an exceptionally powerful force multiplier. The LFE collaboration has come with the best time, coinciding with
the online testing of Dragon Coin as well as launch of the recently established Dragon Entrance worldwide
financing site for Blockchain projects. What we are seeing is the coming together of excellent business minds to
team up on a first-rate business design.

Of the partnership, Paul said, "Jim's vision and also the story behind LFE is a true testimony to individuals with an
usual need to boost and also improve legacy systems via development and partnership. Through my accessibility
to Asia's leading venture capitals in addition to non-venture funding funds we have actually produced an
atmosphere for win win value add, seizing on the chance managed by Blockchain to introduce one of the world's
biggest sporting sectors. As we break new ground together, we are currently seeing an increase of demands from
football clubs as well as likewise from a selection of various other sports throughout the sector, along with i-
gaming and also e-gaming."

Dragon Coin, the world's No. 1 Amusement coin is about to advance sporting activities and enjoyment, by
bridging the gap between standard service and also Blockchain technology advancement to become an essential
part in taking Blockchain mainstream. This partnership develops the framework for executing a wide range of
applications and make use of instances throughout the sporting activities and show business. With LFE's reach and
also Paul's extensive network throughout Asia, Africa as well as Europe, 2020 is currently taking shape as an
extremely amazing year of accelerated growth possibility for both business.

With the full power of Dragon's environment set be totally let loose in very early 2020 alongside the London
Football Stock market's innovative tokenised industry we are establishing the structure for a solid year as well as
this just the begin of points to come. So, if you are in the sporting activities or entertainment organisation and
also want to discover more head over to the Dragon Blog today.
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